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The situation: land use

Source: Wisconsin DNR



The situation: water withdrawals

Source: Wisconsin DNR, Portage County



The situation: unconfined aquifer



The situation: sensitive lakes and streams



The situation: agriculture in the public’s eye

“Residents, farmers at odds over water use in 
Central Sands area”
The Northwestern, 5/25/12

“Legislators turn attention to dried-up 
lakes, rivers” 

Wisconsin State Journal, 9/26/2009

“As lakes dry up, concerns swell”
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, 8/7/07

Photos: wisconsinrivergroups.com



The situation: agriculture drives economy

Source: P. Mitchell, University of Wisconsin



The response: community meetings



The response: Wisconsin Water Stewards

• In 2015, formed a smaller group of varied interests that were 
specifically asked if they’d be willing to participate in a balanced 
discussion:
• NGOs, such as Trout Unlimited, River Alliance, Wisconsin Wetlands 

Association
• Farmers and farm associations, such as WPVGA and MWFPA
• Municipalities
• Potato and vegetable processors, such as PepsiCo
• Public agency staff, such as from Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources



The response: Wisconsin Water Stewards

• Building trust-based relationships: regular, in-person meetings
• Prioritizing efforts: in-depth interviews with evaluation experts

• Two primary products in a tiered approach:
• Top tier: customized farm water conservation plans developed with 

hydrologists and agronomists
• Base tier: industry-wide water conservation assessment





The response: interview highlights

• To what degree do these long-term goals resonate with you? 

% very much so
Maintaining viable agriculture in the region 93

Balancing conservation in sensitive areas with agriculture in others 87

Reducing soil erosion 73

Minimizing impacts to nearby trout streams and lakes 73

Minimizing leaching through soil 73

Improving soil health 67

Optimizing recreational value of nearby waters 53

Minimizing overall water extraction 27

Decreasing pumping costs 13



The response: interview highlights

• What should be done near sensitive areas?
%

Update irrigation equipment when applicable 80

Plant short season crops and varieties in priority fields 67

Use drought-tolerant varieties 67

Use irrigation scheduling 67

Monitor in-field soil moisture using precision locations and systems 60

Use cover crops to increase soil carbon 60

Habitat improvement (i.e. wetland & stream restoration) 60

Monitor in-field soil moisture with basic techniques 53

Other (monitor water and equipment use) 53

Use multiple crops per growing season 40

Other (managing soil and habitat) 13



The response: interview highlights

• Who should pay for conservation scenarios?

%
Combination of public/private investments 93
Market 40
Growers 40
Other land owners 33
Public 27



The response: interview highlights



The response: interview highlights

• Where sensitive sites are nearby, do you think conservation and 
agriculture can coexist?

%
Yes 86
No 7
Maybe 7



The response: challenges to coexistence

• Who makes the improvements on leased land, particularly with non-
agricultural absentee landlords?

• Our processing vegetable industry, including short-season crops such 
as pea and snap bean, is rapidly contracting
• Most common replacement crop: field corn…

• Landscape-level solutions require landscape-level engagement!



The response: a tiered approach



The future
• The Water Stewards Program has been incorporated into the Healthy 

Grown Potato program
• Tiered approach: 
• Healthy Grown in the process of expanding to entire Wisconsin industry

• Industry-wide base assessment will be repeated to identify research and 
outreach priorities and document continuous advancement

• Current research: predict allowable water withdrawals without depletion 
based on precipitation trends
• Will be incorporated into farm conservation plans

• Now turning toward addressing water quality



Lessons from the road

• Community dynamics, behavioral change 
and science are a tough mix

• Yet, objective data is needed to make 
informed decisions that have a 
substantive impact (i.e. Do drop nozzles 
matter in the humid Midwest?)

• Absentee land ownership makes long-
term thinking and conservation a 
significant challenge

• Agriculture has and will continue to 
change… Source: field-notebook.com


